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              Motorbike Insurance

                    Quality cover, from as little as £77* per year



            

           
      
      

      

            
      
        
        

                
           


          Get a quote
        
        
        
          
            Customer help
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                Looking for your

Motorbike documents?

        
    
                                Visit your portal

                            









    
    
    
        Motorbike Insurance

We understand that some customers like to compare motorbike insurance quotes online. We search a limited panel of insurers to find the most competitive price we can for you. We have a helpful customer service team, so chat to our bike insurance experts on 0344 776 5748.



        
                        *Based upon our lowest paid premiums from our panel of insurers in February 2022.
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   What can Motorbike Insurance cover?

GoSkippy can present you with a limited range of cheap motorbike insurance policies that still cover all your needs.

We have three levels of insurance cover for your bike:
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                    Fully Comprehensive

                  

      

    

    
      Gives you the same cover as Third Party Fire and Theft, plus you’re covered for your vehicle and injuries in the event of an accident, whether it’s your fault or not. This includes damage caused to your bike when it’s unattended, such as a vandalism incident or a hit and run.
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                    Third Party, Fire and Theft

                  

      

    

    
      Offers slightly more than the legal minimum level of cover. TPFT gives you everything you get with third party only. It also covers fire damage to your car, or damage because of a theft or attempted theft of your car. You are not covered for damaged to your own car in the event of an accident that was your fault.
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                    Third Party Only

                  

      

    

    
      This is the most basic cover you can buy, legally. It means your legal liability to third parties is covered, including damage to their vehicle or compensation for injuries sustained if the accident was your fault. If your car is damaged in any way, this isn’t covered.



    

  

  















    
    
        
            








            Read what some of our 400,000 customers have to say



                

    







    
            
         
            
            
                
                Motorbike Insurance optional extras
                

        
                Feel like you need some extra security? We have optional extras including:
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                            RAC Breakdown
                                
                                                            

                            
                                    With GoSkippy breakdown cover you receive RAC roadside assistance 24/7 all year round.
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                            Legal Expenses Cover
                                
                                                            

                            
                                    Protect yourself from any unexpected legal costs. From £25.99 per annum you’ll be covered.
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                            Helmet & Leather Cover
                                
                                                            

                            
                                    Repair damaged helmet or leathers. Up to £1,500 of cover per annum (exclusions apply).
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                            Key Cover
                                
                                                            

                            
                                    From £16.99 per annum you’ll never have to worry about misplacing your keys again.


                            
                                                                    

                                
                                                        
        
                        

                    

                

        
            

                    

            
    
            
            
    

        
        

    
        Interested in adding these to your policy?




        
                
        
        
        
            Call us on 0344 776 5308
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            You will now be redirected to the GoSkippy Van online insurance quote engine. GoSkippy Van offer quotes for customers with both personal and commercial needs. Please take reasonable care to answer all questions honestly and accurately as any incorrect information could jeopardise a claim, change your premium or result in your policy being cancelled or declared void.
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                    Frequently asked questions

                
        
        
                    
                    
                        Can I carry passengers?

                    

                     
                        
                            

We do offer pillion cover with some of our policies. If you are covered to carry pillions, it will be stated on your certificate of motor insurance. To find this you can log in to the portal.


                        

                    

                

                    
                    
                        How do I get bike Insurance?

                    

                     
                        
                            

You can receive a bike insurance quote directly through us online. You can also give us a call or find us on bike insurance comparison sites.




Getting a motorbike insurance quote doesn’t have to take all day. By ensuring you have the details of your motorbike, getting a quote and comparing bike insurance can take minutes. For a quote you will need;




1. Your bikes registration number as this will give us all the information we need to get you your quote. Don’t worry if you don’t know this, we have and “I don’t know my registration number” option. We can still find your bike if you have the make, model and year.




2. We will need information about you (the driver) and any other named driver. this includes date of birth and any previous claims/ convictions information.




3. If you have any years of NCD we will also want to know about this.




4. We will need you to let us know when you would like your cover to start.


                        

                    

                

                    
                    
                        My bike has modifications, can I still get cover?

                    

                     
                        
                            

This will depend on the modifications. Details of modifications will need to be referred to the insurer to confirm if they will cover the bike or not. Please make sure you mention any and all modifications to your vehicle at the time of taking out your insurance, or your policy may be void.


                        

                    

                

                    
                    
                        How much is motorbike insurance?

                    

                     
                        
                            

All motorbike insurance quotes are generated based on the individual policyholder and their motorbike. When taking out a quote, we will ask a series of questions to find out what type of cover you require, including the make and model of your bike, your driving history, and any previous claims or convictions. The quote generated will be the best price we can offer based on the information you have provided.
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                Visit our Help Centre
    
















    

    
        
        
                    Who needs Motorbike Insurance?

            
        
                    Like car insurance, it’s a legal requirement to have motorbike insurance if you ride a motorcycle on a public road in the UK. Motorcycle insurance makes sure that if your bike is stolen, involved in an accident or damaged, you can recover the costs.



            
            
            
          
            Get a quote
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                    How old do I have to be to ride a motorbike?

            
        
                    You are legally required to be at least 17 years old to ride a motorbike. You will first need to apply for a provisional driving licence, followed by passing a compulsory basic training course (CBT), a practical test and a theory test. You can then ride a light motorcycle up to 125cc For a full list of what types of motorcycles you can drive at what ages, head to the government website.



            
            
            
        


        
        
        
        
                

    










    
    
        
        Why use GoSkippy?

        
        We are an insurance broker set up to bring you first class insurance at the most competitive prices we can find.

We search a limited range of market-leading insurers to find you the best deal. Please note, the cheapest way to get a quote from us is online.
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            We’re an established UK broker
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            Affordable price
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            Top customer service
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                Here to help

            

        
            
            Did you know?You can view and validate documents by using your online portal.
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                            How to get ready for bike season
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                            Motorbike MOT Guide: Everything You Need to Know
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                            Motorbike Gear Essentials Checklist
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                            How to get a Motorbike Licence
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        GoSkippy Insurance is arranged and administered by Somerset Bridge Insurance Services Limited who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 477112). Registered in England and Wales (No. 6334001). Registered office: Lysander House, Catbrain Lane, Cribbs Causeway, Bristol, BS10 7TQ

This is our registered office only and we do not deal with in person customer queries at this address.

Please click here to access our help centre and find the best way to deal with any queries you have.

            
            *5-star Defaqto rating on Watford comprehensive policies only.             © Copyright GoSkippy Insurance 2024
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                GoSkippy is part of Somerset Bridge Insurance Group
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                            Your Secure Online Portal

                            Access your policy 24/7 365 days a year
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                        Upload documents to validate your policy
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                        Make changes like adding a driver, changing address, or upgrading cover*
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            *Watford car policies only.

        

	    
    
     
    
        
            
            
                Important information


                Cancellation fees explained. Please read the following information before proceeding.


            

            
                
                The table below sets out what fees are applicable if you choose to cancel your policy with us. The fees
                differ depending on when you cancel your policy. For full details regarding cancellation of your policy
                with us, please refer to our Terms of Business.
                

            
                Please note some insurers also apply cancellation fees and charges - please ensure you review your policy wording
                before cancelling. 
            

            
            
                	Fees included if cancelled	Before policy starts	Within 14 days of policy starting	After 14 days of policy starting
	Cancellation fee	£25.00	£35.00	£75.00
	Broker fee	None	Pro-rata	No Refund
	Number of days on cover	None	Pro-rata	Pro-rata amount
	Direct debit set up fee (If DD has been collected)	None	£45.00	£50.00
	Full premium of any add-ons on policy exclusing RAC**	None	None (Unless a claim has been made)	No Refund**



                
                    
                        Before policy starts

                        	Cancellation fee	£25.00


                    


                    
                        Within 14 days of policy starting

                        	Cancellation fee	£35.00
	Broker fee	Pro-rata amount
	Number of days on cover	Pro-rata amount
	Direct debit set up fee (If DD has been collected)	£45.00
	Full premium of any add-ons on policy excluding RAC**	None (unless a claim has been made)


                    

                    
                        After 14 days of policy starting

                        	Cancellation fee	£75.00
	Broker fee	No Refund
	Number of days on cover	£50.00
	Direct debit set up fee (If DD has been collected)	No Refund**
	Full premium of any add-ons on policy excluding RAC**	None (unless a claim has been made)


                    

                

                
                    **RAC breakdown cover will be manually pro-rata'd less and comission

                    *For XS Direct policies please refer to your policy documents
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                I agree, please proceed
            

        

    

    

